Integration of Membrane Proteins into the Endoplasmic Reticulum Requires GTP
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Abstract. We have examined the requirement for ribonucleotides and ribonucleotide triphosphate hydrolysis during early events in the membrane integration of two membrane proteins: the G protein of vesicular stomatitis virus and the hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) glycoprotein of Newcastle disease virus. Both proteins contain a single transmembrane-spanning segment but are integrated in the membrane with opposite orientations. The G protein has an amino-terminal signal sequence and a stop-transfer sequence located near the carboxy terminus. The HN glycoprotein has a single sequence near the amino terminus that functions as both a signal-sequence and a transmembrane-spanning segment. Membrane insertion was explored using a cell-free system directed by transcribed mRNAs encoding amino-terminal segments of the two proteins. Ribosome-bound nascent polypeptides were assembled, ribonucleotides were removed by gel filtration chromatography, and the ribosomes were incubated with microsomal membranes under conditions of defined ribonucleotide content. Nascent chain insertion into the membrane required the presence of both the signal recognition particle and a functional signal recognition particle receptor. In the absence of ribonucleotides, insertion of nascent membrane proteins was not detected. GTP or nonhydrolyzable GTP analogues promoted efficient insertion, while ATP was comparatively ineffective. Surprisingly, the majority of the HN nascent chain remained ribosome associated after puromycin treatment. Ribosome-associated HN nascent chains remained competent for membrane insertion, while free HN chains were not competent. We conclude that a GTP binding protein performs an essential function during ribosome-dependent insertion of membrane proteins into the endoplasmic reticulum that is unrelated to protein synthesis.

The integration of the vast majority of membrane proteins into the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) is initiated by the same protein components involved in the translocation of secretory proteins across the membrane bilayer. The signal recognition particle (SRP) was initially shown to bind specifically and with high affinity to the signal sequence of a nascent secretory polypeptide (21, 42). In so doing, SRP performs a sorting function by differentiating between polypeptides with RER signal sequences and all other nascent polypeptides that have other cellular destinations. Membrane attachment of polyribosomes synthesizing secretory proteins is strictly dependent upon both SRP (40) and an endoplasmic reticulum–specific receptor for the SRP–ribosome complex (41). This receptor is termed the SRP receptor (14, 41) or docking protein (25). Together SRP and the SRP receptor function to target polyribosomes bearing nascent chains with RER signal sequences to translocation-competent sites on the cytoplasmic face of the endoplasmic reticulum (11, 25, 41). The recognition by SRP of both amino-terminal (i.e., transient) and internal (i.e., permanent) signal sequences is the initial event in the integration of membrane proteins with both single and multiple transmembrane-spanning segments (1, 2, 27, 34, 39, 48).

Recently, secretory protein translocation across the endoplasmic reticulum has been shown to require GTP in a capacity unrelated to the continued elongation of the polypeptide chain (9). In the absence of GTP, SRP–ribosome complexes bind to microsomal membrane vesicles containing a functional SRP receptor. The ribosome-bound nascent chains can be readily extracted from the membrane by high ionic strength buffers or by disruption of the ribosome with EDTA. Upon the addition of GTP or a nonhydrolyzable GTP analogue, the membrane-bound nascent chains become resistant to EDTA or high salt extraction. Nascent chains bound to microsomal membranes in the presence of GTP can be translocated across the membrane bilayer upon termination of the polypeptide with puromycin (9). Thus, the transbilayer transport of nascent polypeptides is not dependent upon the continued elongation of the polypeptide chain (9, 29).

To determine whether guanine ribonucleotides are re-
quired during integration of membrane proteins we selected two well-characterized integral membrane proteins with distinctly different membrane topologies: the G protein of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and the hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) glycoprotein of Newcastle disease virus (NDV). Translocation of the amino-terminal domain of the G protein is initiated by a transient amino-terminal signal sequence (22). Transport of the polypeptide into the lumen of the RER continues until the transmembrane-spanning segment or stop-transfer sequence is encountered (22, 32). The HN glycoprotein of NDV is integrated in the membrane in the opposite orientation with the amino terminus in the cytoplasm and the carboxy terminus in the lumen (38, 48). Other integral membrane proteins with a similar topology include the asialoglycoprotein receptor (39), the neuraminidase of influenza virus (4), and the transferrin receptor (37). Sequence analysis of the HN protein revealed a single 22-residue hydrophobic domain which is the presumed signal sequence responsible for stable integration of the polypeptide in the membrane (23). This hydrophobic segment is preceded by an amino-terminal 26-residue hydrophilic domain which is exposed to the cytoplasm upon integration of the HN protein into microsomal membranes of virally infected cells (48).

Nascent polypeptides corresponding to the amino-terminal 90 residues of the G protein and 91 residues of the HN protein were obtained by translation of truncated mRNA transcripts. Membrane insertion of the nascent polypeptides was examined using a posttranslational assay, which monitored the resistance of membrane-bound nascent chains to EDTA extraction. Insertion of the nascent polypeptides into the membrane was observed to be dependent upon the presence of both SRP and the SRP receptor. In addition, GTP or a hydrolysis-resistant GTP analogue was required during the posttranslational incubation of the SRP-ribosome complex with the microsomal membranes. We present evidence that a continued association of the nascent polypeptide with the ribosome is essential for integration of nascent membrane proteins.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of Microsomal Membranes, SRP, and K-RMs

Rough microsomal membranes, SRP, and salt-extracted microsomal membranes (K-RM) were isolated from canine pancreas, as described previously (42). K-RMs were subjected to limited protease digestion (5 µg/ml of trypsin for 30 min at 0°C [reference 13]) to prepare membranes from which the cytoplasmic domain of the α-subunit of the SRP receptor was removed. The protease-digested membranes used here were characterized extensively in a previous publication (13). N-Ethylmaleimide-treated K-RMs (NK-RMs), which are deficient in SRP receptor activity, were prepared as described previously (13).

In Vitro Transcription and Translation

The plasmid pDM9G containing a cDNA insert for the G protein of VSV was constructed by insertion of an Eco RI fragment from the plasmid pSVG (30) into the Eco RI restriction site of pSP65. The plasmid pSPHNI containing a cDNA insert for the entire coding sequence of the HN glycoprotein of NDV was prepared by ligation of portions of three partial cDNA clones of HN (plTL119, plTL709, and plTL2253), which were described previously (23). The resulting 1.872-base fragment containing the entire coding sequence of HN was inserted between the Pst I and Sac I sites of pSP64.

Before transcription of mRNA with SP6 RNA polymerase, the plasmids were linearized within the protein-coding sequence with the following restriction enzymes: Ava II (pDM9G) and Hind I (pSPHNI). The linearized DNA templates were transcribed at 30°C in 40 mM Tris–Cl, pH 7.5, 6 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM spermidine, 12.5 mM NaCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5 mM each of ATP, GTP, UTP, and CTP, 0.5 µM [³²P]ribonuclease inhibitor, and 400 U/ml of SP6 RNA polymerase (Promega Biotec, Madison, WI). The mRNA transcripts were purified after transcription by previously described methods (9, 20). Wheat germ translations were conducted at 25°C in a volume of 100 µl, containing 30 µl of staphylococcal nuclelease-treated wheat germ S 23 (10), 100 µCi of [³⁵S]methionine (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA), human placental RNase inhibitor (RNasin, Promega Biotec), and a mixture of protease inhibitors compatible with in vitro translation (42). Translations of the mRNA transcripts were adjusted to either 140 mM KOAc, 2.5 mM Mg(OAc)₂ (VSV G mRNA transcript), or 90 mM KOAc, 2.5 mM Mg(OAc)₂ (HN mRNA transcript).

Posttranslational Incubation of Polyribosomes with Microsomal Membranes

Ribonucleotides were separated from in vitro-assembled polyribosomes by gel filtration chromatography at 4°C, as described previously (9). Briefly, a 100-µl aliquot of a cell-free translation was applied to a 1-ml Sephacryl S-200 column equilibrated with 50 mM triethanolamine-OAc (pH 7.5), 150 mM KOAc, 2.5 mM Mg(OAc)₂, 3 mM DTT, 0.002% Nickkol. The void volume fraction (150 µl) containing in vitro-assembled polyribosomes was supplemented with 250 µM cycloheximide or 1 mM emetine to inhibit protein synthesis during the posttranslational incubation with microsomal membranes. Emetine was used instead of cycloheximide as an elongation inhibitor in experiments in which polyosomes were ultimately treated with puromycin as emetine does not interfere with puromycin termination (6).

Aliquots of the void volume fraction were typically incubated with K-RM (3 eq: eq, as defined previously [42]) and ribonucleotides in a total volume of 30 µl, where volume adjustment was accomplished by the addition of column buffer. Unless stated otherwise, posttranslational incubations were conducted for 10 min at 25°C. The samples were then adjusted to 25 mM EDTA and incubated for 10 min on ice before fractionation on EDTA sucrose step gradients.

Fractionation of Translation Products on Sucrose Step Gradients

Nascent polypeptides were separated into a membrane-bound fraction and a supernatant fraction by centrifugation at 4°C in an airfuge (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, CA) using a A-100/30 rotor (9, 12). After incubation for 10 min on ice in the presence of 25 mM EDTA, the assays were layered over a 50-µl cushion of 0.25 M sucrose, 50 mM triethanolamine-OAc (pH 7.5), 150 mM KOAc, 25 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and centrifuged for 5 min at 20 psi. After centrifugation, the supernatant fraction including the cushion was removed and the polypeptides were precipitated with one-fifth volume of 100% TCA. The resulting TCA-precipitated supernatant fraction and the membrane pellet fraction were resuspended in 10 µl of 0.5 M Tris base, 6.25% SDS. The sample preparation method removes tRNA from the nascent polypeptide in both the supernatant and pellet fractions.

General Methods

Pepptide-d-dtRNA was precipitated with the cationic detergent cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr), as described previously (12, 16). The method for the preparation of samples for SDS gel electrophoresis and subsequent fluorography has been described (12). The radioactivity in specific polypeptides was quantitated by scintillation counting of hydrated excised gel slices in 10 ml of Soluscent A, containing 300 µl of Solusol (National Diagnostics).

Calculations

The percent HN-91 bound was calculated from the following equation: % HN-91 bound = (Pᵢ − Pᵢ₀)/(Pₛ + S), where Pᵢ is the cpn of HN-91 recovered in the pellet fraction in the assay sample, S is the cpn of HN-91 recovered in the supernatant fraction in the assay sample, and Pₛ is the cpn of HN-91 sedimenting in the pellet fraction in a control assay lacking...
ribbonucleotides. A similar quantity of HN-91 is recovered in the pellet fraction from assays lacking K-RM instead of ribonucleotides.

Results

Translocation of the Ectodomain of the VSV G Protein Requires GTP

The detection of ribonucleotide requirements for the translocation of proteins across mammalian microsomal membranes became possible with the development of methods for experimentally separating the synthetic and transport phases of the translocation reaction (9, 27, 29). Typically, ribosome-bound nascent chains of a discrete size are synthesized by cell-free translation of a truncated mRNA transcript (27, 29). After the addition of a protein synthesis elongation inhibitor and the removal of endogenous ribonucleotides, the nascent polypeptide can be incubated with microsomal membranes under conditions of defined ribonucleotide content to investigate the transport phase of translocation. Several investigators have demonstrated that the efficiency of posttranslational translocation decreases markedly as the length of the nascent chain is increased (8, 29). For this investigation, truncated mRNAs encoding the first 90 amino acid residues of the VSV G protein (pG-90) or the first 91 residues of the HN protein of NDV (HN-91) were prepared by SP6 RNA polymerase transcription of linearized plasmids containing the relevant cDNA sequences inserted downstream from a promoter for SP6 RNA polymerase.

The truncated VSV G protein mRNA encodes an amino-terminal 16-residue cleavable signal sequence and an additional 74 residues of the mature ectoplasmic domain of the G protein (31). Translation of the pG-90 mRNA in a wheat germ cell-free system resulted in the synthesis of a predominant translation product not observed in control translations lacking the mRNA transcript. The pG-90 polypeptide co-sedimented with polysomes on sucrose density gradients and was precipitated as a peptidyl-tRNA by CTABr before, but not after treatment of the in vitro translation reaction with 100 μM puromycin (data not shown). Thus, the majority of the nascent polypeptide remains bound physically and functionally associated with the ribosome.

Membrane insertion of the G protein was investigated with an experimental approach used previously to examine membrane attachment of secretory polysomes (9, 12). The pG-90 mRNA transcript was translated for 30 min in a wheat germ translation system either in the presence (lanes 3, 5, and 7) and membrane pellet (lanes 4, 6, and 8) fractions, as described in Materials and Methods. The pG-90 translation products were resolved on a 12–20% gradient polyacrylamide gel in SDS and visualized by fluorography of the diphenylaminoazone-impregnated gel.
The previous experiment demonstrated that we could detect the SRP-dependent attachment of the pG-90 polypeptide to the microsomal membrane using the posttranslational assay. To define the ribonucleotide requirement for pG-90 attachment, we conducted the following experiment. Ribonucleotide-depleted pG-90 polysomes were adjusted to 1 mM emetine to inhibit further protein synthesis before incubation with K-RMs. Nascent chain attachment to the membrane was not observed when exogenous ribonucleotides were not included (Fig. 2, lanes 3 and 4). Approximately half of the pG-90 nascent chains were recovered in the membrane pellet fraction when both K-RM and 100 μM GTP were present (Fig. 2, lanes 5 and 6). The requirement for a ribonucleotide could be satisfied by guanylyl-5'-imidodiphosphate (GMPPNP), a nonhydrolyzable GTP analogue (Fig. 2, lanes 7 and 8). When we included 1 mM ATP in the posttranslational assay, we did not detect significant membrane attachment of the nascent VSV G protein (Fig. 2, lanes 9 and 10).

An additional experiment was conducted to determine whether the pG-90 nascent chain could be inserted into the membrane by a ribosome-independent pathway. When pG-90 polysomes were preincubated with puromycin before the addition of membranes, the quantity of pG-90 that cosedimented with the membrane decreased (Fig. 2, lanes II and I2). The quantity of pG-90 which was recovered in the pellet fraction after puromycin treatment varied somewhat between experiments (data not shown), yet was consistently greater than the quantity of pG-90 which sedimented in control assays lacking either ribonucleotides or microsomal membranes (Fig. 2, lanes 2 and 4).

**Membrane Insertion of the HN Nascent Chain Requires GTP**

The truncated mRNA encoding the first 91 residues of the HN protein, encodes a single hydrophobic sequence (residues 27-48) that corresponds to the transmembrane-spanning segment of the mature glycoprotein (23). Addition of the HN-91 mRNA to a wheat germ translation system resulted in the synthesis of a major translation product with a mobility anticipated for a 91-residue protein. The cotranslational presence of SRP caused neither an inhibition of HN-91 synthesis nor an alteration in mobility of the primary translation product (data not shown). Attachment of the HN-91 polypeptide to the microsomal membrane was evaluated using the same assay used for the pG-90 nascent chain. In the absence of ribonucleotides, HN-91 did not sediment with microsomal membrane vesicles after EDTA extraction (Fig. 3, lane 2). The majority of the nascent chains cosedimented with the membranes in assays containing either 100 μM GTP (Fig. 3, lane 4) or 100 μM GMPPNP (Fig. 3, lane 6). Although 100 μM ATP was clearly less effective than GTP in promoting membrane insertion of HN-91 (Fig. 3, lane 8), the amount of membrane-bound HN-91 obtained with ATP was substantially greater than that observed in the absence of ribonucleotides (compare lanes 2 and 8). Higher concentrations of ATP (between 500 μM and 5 mM, added as MgATP) did not significantly increase the quantity of HN-91 recovered in the membrane pellet fraction (data not shown). However, when the microsomal membranes were treated with an alkaline sodium carbonate solution instead of EDTA, a substantial proportion of the HN-91 was extracted from the membrane bilayer regardless of which nucleotide was present (data not shown). Based upon the location of the signal sequence within HN-91 (23) and the ~40 residues of a nascent protein that are buried within a protease inaccessible groove in the large ribosomal subunit (3), we conclude that insufficient polypeptide has been translated to allow the hydrophobic segment of HN-91 to traverse the membrane bilayer and thereby render the protein resistant to carbonate extract (Fig. 2, lanes 2 and 4).
traction. As a consequence of this observation, we have chosen to use the term "insertion" rather than integration to refer to the membrane attachment of the ribosome-bound form of HN-91.

Several experiments were conducted to determine whether SRP and the SRP receptor were essential for ribonucleotide-dependent membrane insertion of HN-91. Deletion of SRP prevented any detectable posttranslational insertion of the HN-91 polypeptide into K-RM in reactions containing both ATP and GTP (data not shown). The SRP receptor can be inactivated either by alkylation of microsomal membranes with 1 mM N-ethylmaleimide (13, 18) or by proteolytic dissection of the cytoplasmically exposed domain of the α-subunit of the SRP receptor (13, 18, 24). Neither ATP nor GMPPNP-dependent membrane insertion of HN-91 was detected when the SRP receptor was inactivated (data not shown). We conclude that posttranslational insertion of HN-91 proceeds by the SRP and SRP receptor–dependent mechanism that mediates cotranslational integration of the HN glycoprotein (48).

Conceivably, membrane insertion of HN-91 could be mediated by two distinct pathways: one that uses ATP hydrolysis, while a second requires a GTP-binding protein. Experimentally, GMPPNP could be used to detect a guanine nucleotide–specific pathway, while ATP could be used to detect a ribonucleotide hydrolysis–dependent pathway. An assessment of the relative contributions of ATP hydrolysis and guanine ribonucleotides during insertion of HN-91 was obtained by conducting a time course experiment. HN-91 polysomes were incubated with K-RM either in the presence of 100 μM GMPPNP or 1 mM ATP. HN-91 insertion into the membrane occurred rapidly after addition of GMPPNP, while the ATP-dependent insertion pathway was at least 40-fold slower (Fig. 4). Thus, in a cell-free translation reaction containing both ribonucleotide triphosphates, the ATP-dependent mechanism will not contribute significantly to the insertion of HN-91.

**Figure 4.** Kinetics of HN-91 insertion into microsomal membranes. Ribonucleotide-depleted HN-91 polysomes were prepared as in Fig. 3 and adjusted to 250 μM cycloheximide. The HN-91 polypeptide fraction was divided into two aliquots and preincubated at 25°C for 2 min before the addition of K-RM (10 eq/100 μl). A sample was removed from each aliquot as a 0-s time point immediately before adjustment of the first aliquot to 100 μM GMPPNP and the second aliquot to 1 mM ATP. Additional samples of equal volume were removed at frequent time intervals from both aliquots and rapidly adjusted to 25 mM EDTA. A 10-min time point was not collected from the sample containing GMPPNP. The aliquots were separated into supernatant and pellet fractions, as described in Fig. 1, and the HN-91 recovered in both fractions was determined by scintillation counting of excised gel bands after SDS-PAGE. The data was calculated as described in Materials and Methods.

**Integration of a Truncated HN after Puromycin Termination**

Having shown that membrane insertion of the HN protein is dependent upon SRP, SRP receptor, and GTP, we explored the role of the ribosome in the posttranslational reaction. HN-91 polyribosomes were incubated with puromycin to release the polypeptide from the ribosome. The quantity of peptidyl-tRNA present in the ribonucleotide-depleted polypeptide fraction was determined by precipitation of RNA-containing molecules with CTABr immediately before and after incubation with puromycin. After a 10-min incubation with puromycin, the HN-91 (RNA was not detected (data not shown). Samples of the puromycin-terminated HN-91 were incubated with K-RM to determine whether the ribosome was essential for insertion of HN-91. After puromycin termination, HN-91 did not bind to the microsomal membrane vesicles in the absence of ribonucleotides (Fig. 5, lanes 1 and 2). However, in contrast to our results with pG-90, the ribonucleotide-dependent membrane insertion of HN-91 did not detectably decrease after puromycin treatment (Fig. 5, lanes 3 and 4). Efficient membrane insertion of HN-91 occurred in reactions supplemented with GTP (Fig. 5, lanes 5 and 6) or GMPPNP (Fig. 5, lanes 7 and 8), while ATP was less effective (Fig. 5, lanes 9 and 10). Although the combination of ATP and GTP appeared to be slightly more effective than GTP alone, we believe that it would be premature to conclude that the two ribonucleotides act synergistically to promote HN-91 insertion. A comparison of the results above with those shown in Fig. 3 revealed no substantial differences in the extent of membrane insertion of the nascent polypep-
tide in reactions containing the individual ribonucleotides. Deletion of SRP or inactivation of the SRP receptor by N-ethylmaleimide treatment prevented membrane insertion of the puromycin-terminated HN-91 polypeptide (data not shown).

Sucrose Gradient Analysis of Puromycin-treated HN-91 Polysomes

The above experiment suggested that the apparent requirement for the ribosome in mammalian posttranslational translocation reactions could be obviated by recognition of a low molecular weight nascent chain by SRP before puromycin treatment. To explore this possibility, we undertook the isolation of a nonribosome-associated SRP–nascent chain complex that would be competent for GTP-dependent insertion into microsomal membranes. Sucrose density gradient centrifugation was chosen as the most reliable method to separate the puromycin-terminated nascent chains from the ribosome. The extent of puromycin termination was determined by precipitation of the HN-91 peptidyl tRNA by CTABr before (Fig. 6d, lane 9) and after (lane 10) the puromycin treatment. HN-91 was not precipitated with CTABr after puromycin treatment, indicating that quantitative termination with puromycin had occurred. The sedimentation position of the 80-S monosome was located by the absorbance at 254 nm (Fig. 6a).

Due to the low proportion of wheat germ ribosomes engaged in protein synthesis, in vitro-assembled polysomes cannot be detected by UV absorbance (11, 42). Polysomes engaged in HN-91 synthesis were identified by SDS gel electrophoresis of sucrose gradient fractions from an emetine-treated control sample (Fig. 6b). HN-91 sedimented with the 80-S monosome (Fig. 6b, fractions 7-10) and with polysomes containing multiple ribosomes (fractions II-18). The majority of HN-91 was associated with polysomes presumably due to the inefficiency of translation initiation of uncapped mRNA (5). Puromycin treatment of the HN-91 polysomes altered the sedimentation profile of the polypeptide (Fig. 6c). The amount of HN-91 that sedimented with polysomes containing multiple ribosomes decreased (i.e., fractions II-18). Some HN-91 was recovered in fractions near the top of the sucrose gradient (i.e., fractions I–6), the expected position for a ribosome-free complex of SRP and the nascent chain. However, the vast majority of HN-91 cosedimented with the 80-S monosome peak after puromycin treatment, suggesting that the SRP–nascent chain complex remains associated with the ribosome in some fashion. Virtually identical sedimentation profiles of HN-91 were obtained when puromycin was added to the translation reaction before removal of ribonucleotides by gel filtration chromatography (data not shown). Depletion of SRP from the translation was accompanied by a slight increase in the amount of HN-91 that was released from the ribosome after puromycin termination (data not shown). Occasionally, the HN-91 polypeptide migrated as a closely spaced doublet on polyacrylamide gels (Fig. 6c). The mobility difference between the two polypeptides corresponds to an apparent molecular mass difference of 0.5 kD, based upon the migration of appropriate radioactive molecular mass markers. Although the etiology of the doublet is not known, we do not believe that the interpretation of the data is altered.

An additional experiment was conducted to determine whether the free and ribosome-bound forms of the puromycin-terminated HN polypeptide were competent for membrane insertion. Aliquots of fractions 3 and 9 from a gradient similar to that shown in Fig. 6c were incubated with K-RM either in the presence or absence of GMPPNP and then fractionated after EDTA treatment (Fig. 6d). The ribosome-free
form of HN-91 (i.e., fraction 3) did not sediment with microsomal membranes after incubation with (lane 4) or without (lane 2) GMPPNP. In contrast, the ribosome-bound form of HN-91 (fraction 9) retained the ability to bind to microsomal membranes when GMPPNP was included (lane 8), but not when GMPPNP was deleted (lane 6). Thus, membrane insertion of the puromycin-terminated form of HN-91 does not represent an example of a ribosome-independent integration event, but is instead due to the continued stable and unanticipated association of the polypeptide with the ribosome.

**Discussion**

For many years, the process of translocation of secretory proteins across the endoplasmic reticulum membrane was believed to occur by an obligatory cotranslational mechanism based upon cell-free translation experiments conducted using diverse secretory protein mRNAs and canine pancreas microsomal membrane vesicles. Posttranslational integration of membrane proteins appeared to be restricted to proteins lacking RER signal sequences such as cytochrome b5 (1). During recent years, several laboratories have shown that posttranslational translocation and membrane protein integration events can be detected (7-9, 15, 26-29, 33, 36, 43-46). Currently described examples of posttranslational translocation events can be subdivided into two major categories based upon whether the translocated polypeptide is bound to the ribosome. The yeast pheromone prepro-α-factor can be efficiently translocated across yeast microsomal membranes in vitro by a ribosome-independent mechanism that requires ATP hydrolysis (15, 33, 43). In contrast, ATP hydrolysis-dependent posttranslational integration of membrane proteins and translocation of secretory proteins across mammalian microsomal membranes is generally restricted to polypeptides that remain attached to the ribosome via tRNA linkage (8, 26, 29). Notable exceptions to this latter rule are several low molecular mass polypeptides, including M-13 preprocoat protein (45, 46), honeybee prepromelittin (reference 28; 70 amino acid residues), and frog GLa propeptide (reference 36; 64 amino acid residues). Significant, these latter precursors can be translocated (or integrated) by an ATP hydrolysis-dependent pathway in the absence of both SRP and a functional SRP receptor (28, 36, 45, 46). When the secretory protein prelysozyme was prematurely released from the ribosome by introduction of a termination codon at residue 51, the resulting low molecular mass polypeptide was not translocated across microsomal membranes (19). Ribosome-independent translocation of proteins across mammalian membranes is proposed to be dependent upon specific features of the precursor structure (28) rather than just polypeptide length.

The elongation-independent insertion of the nascent membrane proteins described here falls within the class of posttranslational–translocation reactions, requiring the continued presence of the ribosome. The assay we used monitors the ribosome-mediated delivery and subsequent insertion of a nascent polypeptide into the membrane. Having used similar assays to characterize the membrane attachment of a nascent secretory protein (9), the integral membrane protein opsin (17) and now both the VSV G protein and NDV-HN glycoprotein, we can begin to draw several conclusions. Unlike the low molecular mass proteins discussed above, membrane attachment of ribosome-bound polypeptides requires both SRP and the SRP receptor (12, 17, 27). Results obtained using the elongation-independent translocation assays in conjunction with short nascent chains should therefore monitor events relevant to the cotranslational mode of translocation.

Formation of a functional junction between a ribosome bearing a nascent preprolactin chain and the membrane was shown previously to require guanine ribonucleotides (9). Micromolar concentrations of GTP, dGTP, or nonhydrolyzable GTP analogues could satisfy the guanine ribonucleotide requirement while GDP was found to be inhibitory in ribonucleotide competition experiments (9). We can now extend these observations to several different types of integral membrane proteins. An analogous ribonucleotide requirement was detected for the membrane attachment of an integral membrane protein with an amino-terminal cleavable signal sequence (the VSV G protein). The HN glycoprotein contains an internal signal-sequence transmembrane-spanning segment that directs integration of the protein in the membrane with the amino terminus exposed to the cytoplasm. Membrane insertion of the HN nascent chain also required GTP or GMPPNP. The first transmembrane-spanning segment of opsin is integrated into the membrane in an orientation opposite to that of the HN protein. GTP or nonhydrolyzable GTP analogues were both necessary and sufficient for membrane integration and addition of asparagine-linked oligosaccharide to a 156-residue nascent opsin chain (17). Thus, neither the presence nor membrane orientation of an internal signal sequence differentially specifies whether a guanine nucleotide–binding protein functions during membrane protein integration. Taken together, our results suggest that a GTP-dependent step in translocation and integration is universal for proteins with RER signal sequences that are cotranslationally recognized by SRP. Presumably, low molecular mass proteins such as GLa (36) are translocated by an entirely distinct mechanism that may not require GTP.

ATP was comparatively ineffective in promoting membrane insertion of nascent preprolactin (9), opsin (17), and pG-90. Current data indicate that the insertion of HN-91 detected in the presence of ATP is ribosome mediated and in addition requires the participation of both SRP and the SRP receptor. Therefore, we do not believe that the ATP-mediated HN-91 insertion is strictly analogous to the posttranslational translocation of yeast prepro-α-factor across yeast microsomal membranes (15, 33, 43). We have also not observed an absolute requirement for ribonucleotide triphosphate hydrolysis or ATP for membrane insertion of any of the above nascent chains. In contrast, ribonucleotide hydrolysis requirements have clearly been observed for translocation and integration of ribosome-bound completed polypeptides (7) and larger nascent polypeptides (26, 29). The most readily identified difference between our experiments and those that have detected ATP hydrolysis requirements (7, 26, 29) concerns the molecular mass of the nascent polypeptides. Several investigators have proposed that the energy supplied by ATP hydrolysis may be used to convert a partially folded precursor polypeptide into a conformation that is competent for transport across the membrane (29, 44, 46). Cytosolic factors have been detected in both yeast (44) and reticulocyte extracts (46), which may modulate protein structure in an ATP hydrolysis–dependent reaction. Presumably the co-
translational recognition of a low molecular mass nascent chain by SRP has prevented aberrant folding of the polypeptide, and in so doing has allowed us to largely circumvent the ribonucleotide hydrolysis requirement detected by other investigators using posttranslational assays. In the case of bovine opsin (17) and HN-91, a greater amount of the polypeptide was integrated in assays containing GTP than in assays containing GMPPNP. We suggest that ribonucleotide hydrolysis may be used to increase the proportion of the HN-91 substrate that is competent for guanine ribonucleotide-dependent membrane insertion.

Potentially misleading results were obtained when HN-91 translations were treated with puromycin as a means of releasing the nascent chain from the ribosome. Although the reaction of the peptide tRNA with puromycin had clearly occurred as monitored by CTAbr precipitation, a surprisingly minor fraction of the polypeptide was released from the ribosome. In contrast, puromycin treatment of SRP-arrested preprolactin polysomes causes efficient release of the nascent chain from the ribosome (data not shown), and the concomitant loss of ability of the nascent chain to bind to K-RM (12). Nonetheless, we believe that the retention of the HN-91 chain by the ribosome after puromycin treatment is not an isolated phenomenon. The intermediate and somewhat variable inhibition of pG-90 attachment after puromycin termination can be ascribed to a subpopulation of pG-90 nascent chains, which remained associated with the ribosome (data not shown).

Ribosome-bound nascent HN proteins remained competent for membrane insertion after resolution on sucrose density gradients. Soluble proteins present in the wheat germ translation system were separated from the ribosome-bound polypeptide and shown to be nonessential for the membrane attachment of HN-91. The membrane insertion of HN-91 bound to gradient-purified 80-S monosomes provides additional evidence for a membrane-bound location of the GTP-dependent translocation component. Nonetheless, we cannot formally eliminate the possible cosedimentation of a GTP-binding protein with the 80-S monosome. In particular, protein synthesis elongation factors eEF-1α and eEF-2 are GTP-binding proteins whose function in protein synthesis are well-characterized. However, a continued affinity of either of these two elongation factors for a ribosome bearing a puromycin-terminated polypeptide would appear unlikely. Based upon the results described here, we believe that currently identified protein synthesis elongation factors cannot account for the GTP requirement for nascent chain attachment to the membrane.

As discussed previously (9), soluble proteins present in the wheat germ extract are unlikely candidates for the GTP-dependent translocation component, as such proteins have ample opportunity to bind GTP during the initial translation reaction.

The inability of HN-91 chains recovered from the top of the sucrose gradient to bind to microsomal membranes confirms the previously described requirement for the ribosome in translocation (or integration) of nascent chains across the membrane (8, 12, 29). Unfortunately, the precise role of the ribosome in maintaining translocation competence of polypeptides remains obscure. Conceivably, SRP may dissociate from the signal sequence of polypeptides released from the ribosome by puromycin treatment, rendering such polypeptides incompetent for translocation. Alternatively, attachment of nascent chains to the membrane may require the concerted recognition of both the signal sequence and the ribosome by membrane-bound translocation factors. Such a recognition event apparently requires the GTP-dependent translocation component perhaps functioning in combination with either a ribosome receptor or the recently detected membrane-bound signal sequence receptor (47). The ribosome may also function to prevent aberrant folding of the polypeptide, as proposed previously (29).
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